Cross-fertilization between sport psychology and business
coaching
SZÁVA ZSIGMOND
Many researchers have gained on the issues of a successful leader in a handful way of ways.
Referring to my last researches – which were evidenced by literature – I came to the
conclusion that it is not enough to born to be a leader, as well as becoming a top manager is
impossible itself, with a conclusion, that the way of being successful in business life is
between them. Those, who want to have the role of a successful leader, have to learn and
improve beyond their innate abilities. One known method of the leadership and personality
development is coaching.
Representatives of each management science think that coaching comes from sport –
this is also called American School – while the name of the other trend is the so-called father
of coaching the German psychodrama method; the Gestalt. In my paper I deal with the
American or Anglo–Saxon School in details. I also introduce the connection and relationship
between sport psychology and coaching, the similarities and differences, the interoperability
of each methodological features and areas. Moreover I discuss both territorial application of
the so-called “Wheel of Excellence”. All these are evidenced by own experience and in-depth
interviews.
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1. Introduction – Why is the topic actual?
Even the activity of coaching itself is as old as mankind and dates back to the ancient
Olympic Games, while the sophisticated version of it just appeared a few decades ago. As I
mentioned in the abstract, the origin of coaching shows two directions.
The so-called Anglo-Saxon School originates from the U.S.A and is based on sport. As
John Whitemore (Whitemore 1999) defined the concept, the most formidable rival on the
tennis courts comes not from the other side of the net; it is inside the player. The European
School, which nourishes from psychology and psychodrama, based on Gestalt drift, delivers
from Germany.
My preconception and hypothesis was, that there should be a common point in them,
because both of them operate well in its own circumstances. To justify this hypothesis, I made
both theoretical and practical researches, which results would be present below.
As the secondary research showed, both fields are successful in their own ways. In
Hungary and in other Central–Eastern European countries as well the European School is in
use and is the accepted method. In the following paragraphs I would also like to present how
is it possible combine the methods and tools in a successful way.
2. Similarities and differences between sport psychology and business coaching
To justify my preconception I tried to collect the aspect of the cross-fertilization from as many
sources as possible. The international literature of the topic is insufficient and it is an
absolutely undetected area in Hungary, so I made some complementary primary researches
(interviews) to get the proper idea of the possibilities. In the following introduction, I mostly
use the results of the interviews.
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2.1. Thee similaritiees
Similariities can bee found in the
t circumsstances, in aspects and
d also in thhe used toolls. I will
introducce these ones shortly below.
b
Afteerwards, I would
w
also like
l
to pressent a method – the
Wheel oof Excellencce –, which is able to ddescribe the cross-fertillization posssibilities.
Both sportsm
men and bu
usiness reprresentatives are strongly motivateed by perfo
ormance.
They could be deescribed as the ‘Uniteed athletes’. (Loehr–S
Schwartz 22003, p. 10
02.) The
a is the tassk too, but the represeentatives off both fields should
circumsstances are different, as
focus peeak perform
mance. Ano
other comm
mon field in the circum
mstances is tthe so-calleed sporty
attitude,, the enduraance and willpower (Ievvleva–Terryy 2008).
Thhere are alsso similaritties in the aaspects of sport
s
psych
hology and business coaching.
These aare the im
mportance of
o self-awarreness, flex
xibility and
d the devellopment off vision.
(Gordonn 2007, p. 172.)
1
Betweeen the toolss we can alsso identify some
s
similaarities. Simiilar tools
and moddels will bee introduced
d in the nextt chapter. Not
N only the tools, but aalso some of
o the the
reasons are similarr: the use off identificatiion and the verifiable/ccontrollablee activities, thoughts
t
and asppects, copinng with prressure andd stress, th
he recognition managgement of negative
thoughtts and belieffs.
ex
2.2. Thee wheel of excellence
The Whheel of Exccellence (Orrlick 1996)) is one of those impleementationss, which haave been
evolvingg during thhe last few years. It iss nothing else,
e
but the summaryy of the sim
milarities
betweenn sport psycchology and
d business ccoaching. With
W its help
p the experiiences and methods
from spport can be used
u
by app
propriate effficiency an
nd effectiven
ness in busiiness coach
hing, too.
The moodel does not
n show anything
a
ellse, just thee possible movement for the ch
hance of
psychollogy model of compliance from the world of sport to
o business llife. The Wheel
W
of
Excellennce has sixx parts in fo
ocus of the peak poweer, which are
a presenteed on the fo
ollowing
Figure 11.
Figure
F
1. Thhe Wheel of Experiencce

Souurce: Orlick (1
1996)

Central to alll performan
nce is the caapacity to fo
ocus. As thee hub of thee wheel, this is both
the mettaphorical bull’s
b
eye fo
or which alll those in pursuit
p
of excellence
e
sshould aim, and the
central characteristtic around which all tthe other co
omponents of the wheeel revolve and are
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designed to enhancce (Ievleva–
–Terry 200 8). The diffferent partss of the moodel have th
heir own
meaninggs.
Commitmentt means the first step too peak perfo
ormance, which meanss the beginn
ning with
making a choice too succeed, something
s
tthat is com
mpletely with
hin personaal control. (IIevleva–
Terry 22008). Self-confidence is the secoond elemen
nt, which is delivered ffrom a Hen
nry Ford
saying. Accordinglly, we shoulld go througgh a six step
p model, wh
hich is show
wn on the fo
ollowing
Figure 22. (Orlick 2008).
Figure 2. The six ssteep modell of self-con
nfidence

Souurce: Orlick (2
2008)

Representativves in busin
ness life aree highly educated, whiile sportsmeen are welll trained.
The diffference bettween good
d and peakk performan
nce will ap
ppear becauuse of the different
handlingg of the situation
s
(IIevleva–Terrry 2008). As Einstein said ‘Im
magination is more
importaant than knoowledge.’ According
A
too this – as I will introdu
uce in my oown experieences – it
is a douuble-edged weapon. Itss power is uundeniable, but the usee of it meanns appropriate care.
(Ievlevaa–Stillwell 1996).
1
A
According too Hutchinso
on Low, anyy kind of appearance demands
d
diivided atten
ntion. To
keep foocused and stay on thee proper w ay could be done with the use oof the contrrol, as a
similar was in the two fields (Bloch
(
19855). Continu
uous learnin
ng is also im
mportant because of
back and refflections aree needed, beecause highh achievers are
a often
the deveeloping process. Feedb
hungry for criticaal feedback
k. (Johnes––Spooner 2006)
2
Thesee are the sources fo
or future
developpment.
2.3. Diff
fferences
Not onlly similaritiies, but also
o differencees appear between
b
the two fieldss. These diffferences
don’t m
mean, that thhey appear as
a a barrierr in the proccess of crosss-fertilizatiion. They sh
how that
some kiind of modification is necessary
n
beefore implementation.
A
As my in-deppth intervieews show thhe mean diffference is in the perfo
formance indicators.
While inn sport the feedback
f
co
omes immeddiately afterr performan
nce and theyy are measu
urable by
exact m
metrics; in buusiness life feedback coomes only after
a
a longer period off time – wh
hich even
could bee counted inn months, quarters
q
or yyears – and
d sometimess they are nnot even meeasurable
by numbbers.
A
Another diffeerence can appear in th
the goals-seetting process and in thhe regulatio
on of the
process. While spoorts are stricctly regulatted and thesse regulations are writtten, in business life
rules aree not set beforehand an
nd loophole s can be eassy to find.
Thhere is alsso a difference in thhe general timescale. The carrieer perspecttives for
sportsm
men are mucch shorter than of peoople workin
ng in busin
ness life. W
While in spo
orts it is
mostly uunder a deccade, in business life it could be ass much as 50
5 years. Thhe issues off training
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and performance are the opposite in the two disciplines. In sport trainings are much longer
than the performance itself, while in business life training period is rather short, people find
themselves in the middle of right away and performance is in the focus.
Last, but not least, the focus of the two fields complement each other. Psychology is
interested in the past and focuses on the personality, while coaching is involved in the present
and the future and concentrates on the learning process and the development. This last issue
will be one of the main reasons which will represents, that the combination of the two could
improve the final results of the process.
3. Experiences
After overviewing the theoretical issues of cross-fertilization between sport psychology and
business coaching I would like to introduce the practical side. The chapter could be divided
into two parts. First I demonstrate the aspect of professionals, secondly my experiences from
my sport- and business coach carrier.
3.1. Cross-fertilization in practice according to professionals
To get to know how interoperability works between the two fields, I made two in-depth
interviews.
The first interviewee was a teacher of University of Miskolc Faculty of Arts who is not
only a teacher, but also a criminal- and sport psychologist, moreover a practicing coach. She
has confirmed me, that the main connection between sport psychology and business coaching
is the peak performance.
The second interviewee, who studied psychology at Semmelweis University in
Budapest, has coach-qualification, but now works in business life at a telecommunicationcompany. According to him, the most relevant appearance of the connection is in the
entrepreneurship and in experimentation. To be able to draw the whole picture I also
participated at several business meetings to get a short look of the aspects of professional
coaches. Below I introduce the most important issues.
According to the interviews, I got the conclusion, that the kick-off point is that there
exists a clear and two-way relationship between the two fields. According to the interviewees,
there are overlaps in the aspect, tools and instruments, but even in the difficulties.
Interoperability between goals and reasons is one of the aspects, which means that the
goal setting methods are mutually usable in both fields. Regularity and sporty attitudes were
also appointed as key points. In sport, you can get results if you prepare and train yourselves
continuously, from time to time. It is also valid for business life, because without stepping
back sometimes, without doing self-evaluation and getting reflection from others, without
participating regularly in some kind of helping and supporting activity, the arch of
development will not bottom up as high as in case of bringing regularity into business life.
The third pillar is the adaptation of sporty attitude into business life. It means that
endurance and willpower should play an everyday role also in the life of business leaders. All
sportsmen know, that there are no desperate situations, only situations with joyful challenges,
which could be solved with observation and a lot of work.
As for the instruments there are several ways of interoperability. First of all mental
trainings and relaxation techniques could be useful on both sides, as well as imagination and
visualization. In the meantime the latter, is a double-edged weapon, because, if there are not
used in a proper way – allow negative thoughts into it –, it can cause more damage than what
can be gained. Exploration, action plan development and implementation, even recreation
could be the possible ways of cross-fertilization. I will introduce the importance of recreation
later.
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Of course cross-fertilization works not only in a positive way, but also in a negative
one. The trap of it could be to find out, how is it possible and avoidable to make an elephant
out of a flea. It means, that in both cases the participant in the helpers’ role – coach,
physiologist – should try to find a balance between involving into the topic and staying
outside of it, which also means that it is not allowed in any way to project the coach’s own
problems and challenges into the process.
3.2. My own experiences of cross-fertilization
In my sport and business coaching work I just started to apply the elements of the Wheel of
Experience in the past months. However it is not a long time and is still quite far from being
representative, I think my observations are relevant to the topic.
The success of the process depends already on the start. If the client does the first step,
give his vote to participate in coaching, already showed commitment to a previously set goal
and started to move towards it. If this first step is done under pressure – for example just
because somebody (the boss) told him, that he should participate in it – the own commitment
would be lacking during the whole period and for this reason the results would be never as
visible as in the first case.
On the other hand we all know, that peak performances are expectations in both fields
and require both mental and physical preparations from the client. According to my
experiences there is generally no problem with theoretical preparation, because leaders are
well educated, sportsmen know the rules of the games and the proper movement elements.
The question is how they can perform under pressure. Mentally the solution of it can be done
by implementation of rituals and habits. For example in business life focus and selfconfidence could come from retie of necktie or get a coffee before important meetings. In
sport it is much more easier, like how they get nutrition, start to warm up etc.
The other important issue of mental skills is the importance of recreation and
regeneration. While in pursuing sport, our body gives continuous feedback and marks how it
feels – like tiredness, pain –, it is not so obvious in business life. Exploitation of the body
couldn’t be done without sacrifice. After success – finishing a project, getting an appointment
– recreation is as important in business life as it is in sport.
Positive images can help to set goals and see them visible. The adaptation of them into
business life has an effect, which is similar to the effect of a lighthouse. They are visible far
away, give the main direction and the navigation point towards achieving the goals.
In both fields continuous learning is a must. It means that from time to time selfexamination and reflection should be done. While in sport, sportsmen get continuous
feedback from their results at competitions and trainers, and even have time in off-season
period for review; it is not as obvious in business life. The main reason is, that nobody wants
to get a mirror in front of him and facing with – sometimes really negative and destroying –
feedback. The other reason for the lack of reflection is the time. Leaders and managers have
no possibility to do regular self-evaluation and get full feedback. This point is something,
which should be transferred without fail into business life.
My work with business coaches – even with the experienced ones – showed that they
are really open and interested in new methods and tools, which can be quite inspiring in the
transfer process.
4. Conclusion
The basic statement of my essay could be the quotation of Voltaire, that says that the
perfection is the enemy of success and good. This short sentence gives us a clear picture, why
helping-, supporting and developing methods – like coaching – are effective and profitable. It
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says nothing else, just that perfect does not exist in this form, there is always a way how we
could be more effective, more successful, doing it in a better way. And according to my
surveys the cross-fertilization of sport psychology and business coaching could be something,
which bring us forward on this road.
In my opinion there is a common future for the two disciplines. Sooner or later, but they
will open towards each other. Because of the opening, changes are expected, which direction
is clear, but the magnitude is currently unpredictable. The increased interdisciplinary could
also help to improve the performance of both sides. For the opening, network building and
contacts are needed. As it is a relatively unknown, untouched area I would like to guide my
research in this direction.
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